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E N S  W E A R          FW16  
 LONDON MILAN PARIS   

M
It’s fast paced, on a 360m/h speed, it’s unattainable by itself, nor it’s people, and we are all unaware of the 
approaches on how to control, or keep up with it. The fashion scene has been a whirlwind in the past 2 months 
– creating multiple collections, pre fall collections, shooting campaign ads, having fashion shows – It’s too 
much, yet we accommodate change. Despite that, we’re unaware of the things that we may clash into, or 
complications that may unsettle us ahead. 

During Mens Fashion Week in the 
fashion capitals, the shows were fast paced, 
quick, pieces obtained a practical niche, 

allowing the viewer only a mere chance of 
grabbing a certain characteristic of detail – 
also, the pieces are being organized to be 

in stores, ready for you to purchase. (See 
what I mean by fast paced?) 
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E N S  W E A R          FW16  J.W.Anderson’s entire aspect of his 
fall winter 2016 collection was all about 
practicality, and he himself said “Beat 
the clock before it beats you down.” A 
collection that had meaningless symbolism, 
a submissive alluded idea into the pieces, 

which some found risqué. His aesthetic 
on articulating speed in clothing was in 
monotone hues, pastel pinks, and black – 
pieces ranged from track pants, boot-style 
sneakers, to elongated zip jackets, rabbit 
fur bombers, and enlarged lapel jackets. 

Accessories came in forms of enlarged 
snail stickers, studded chokers, and 
hand painted fur pieces – if that’s not 
enlightening to the submissive context, 
then I don’t know what is. 

Context; that’s what designers Jonathan 
Anderson, and Burberry’s Christopher 
Bailey have in common. Burberry is without 

a doubt an epitome in British fashion, 
holding the scales up, and keeping it at its 
stature? Bailey. An impromptu tribute to 

David Bowie, made throughout the show 
– as the news of his death was announced 
the morning of – he was all over.

LFW
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Be it the outerwear conceptualized 
collection, the music, the glittery 
pink, stardust applied on the models 
cheekbones – everywhere. From military 
capes, felt coats, checker topcoats, various 

types of parkas, and reverse shearling 
aviators, to the infamous bomber jackets 
– the collection played a clear homage to 
Bowie. If there was one trend that the show 
cohesively incorporated, it would be unity.

Unity meant that the blending of 
menswear, with womenswear was going 
to happen during the Burberry shows – 
blending pieces, looks, and involving them 
simultaneously. 

Speaking of Unity, the feminine imprints 
in menswear collections were full on at the 
Gucci Fall Winter 2016 show -  after the 
take over of the newly appointed creative 
director Alessandro Michelle, the DNA 
of the house changed to an entirely new 
scope; it’s a face lift really.  

One that changed the philosophy 
of dressing, the clothes, the symbolism 
involved, and the whole perception of the 
brand. 

MFW
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It was a 70’s kaleidoscope of brocade 
prints, weaves, luxurious snakeskin suits, 
gold studded shoes, light knits, and crystal 
encrusted glasses – You can say that it 

enwrapped a little bit of the vibes from 
Schiaparelli - just a little. Alessandro made 
it his own, and so should you. 

From a 70’s based kaleidoscope, to 
a bohemian rhapsody kaleidoscope  - if 
you’re a wealthy boho, then Missoni’s 
fall winter 2016 is for you. Inspired from 
the environmental hues of Ladkah, India 
– grasping it’s turquoise hued rivers, 
tantalizing sunsets, and endless blue skies, 
that were all in the form of knits. 

Be it knits, parkas, suede jackets, and 
a modicum amount of athlete wear to 
represent the Himalayan story base.

Sticking true to it’s story line, at the end 
of the show pieces with coin, and fringe - 
like knits came down, and those were truly 
representing the insight of the boho chic 
Missoni clientele.
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850.4 kilo meters from Milan, and it’s 
Himalyan, and 70’s vibe ambiance – Carol 
Lim, and Humberto Leon were spreading 
love in the air – I’m talking about their 
cherry, and crimson colored menswear 

collection that the inspiration for, dated 
back to when they first started off in 1995 
in Tokyo. The collection involved slouchy 
sweats, jacquard infested prints, an artistic 

kissing couple pattern, and the infamous 
fashion week item, a bomber jacket – in an 
array of pastel blues, crimson, blush pinks, 
maroon, lime, and navy blues.
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A performance to Janet Jackson’s 
Ryhthym Nation also took place – one that 
involved people dressed in crimson robes, 

and an imprint in the back.  Carol, and 
Humberto’s vision for Kenzo never fails to 
leave wanting more – more of the knits, 

prints, silhouette manifestations, and more 
of the unforgettable venues, performances, 
and show stopping moments. 

PFW
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THE MEN DANS LA MODE

In the Middle East, such positions are looked down upon due 
to the female affiliations. Although that, it never stopped these 
men to sketch, design, and produce – meet the Middle Eastern 
designers that have made a mark in the fashion scene right here in 
the Arabian gulf. 

In an industry that produces items adorned with crystals, embellishments, and architectural inspirations – no one would think that 
men, and a scarce amount of women are behind it. No, this isn’t a statement that degrades women, but it’s a statemnt that raises a 
question; do men know what women want? Has the mystery that is (women) been solved? 

QASIMI
BY KHALID QASIMI

Menswear brand Qasimi is owned by 
emirate born designer Khalid Al Qasimi. 
The brand often draws inspiration from 
socio-political issues, architecture, as well 
as contemporary art. Khalid’s educational 
backgrounds that may have inspired him 
involve Hispanic studies, French literature, 
Architectural association, and Fashion.Petrol/black striped cotton bomber with placket 

and distorted digital print
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DARMAKI LONDON
BY SULTAN AL DARMAKI

Darmaki is a british luxury footwear 
brand based in London, a modernist 
fusion of history and innovative design. 
Designed by Emirati based designer Sultan 
Al Darmaki, his designs feature sleek, 
feminine lines, and delicate silhouettes that 
meet bold, distinctive soles that straddle 
tradition and create an entirely new form. 

THAMANYAH
BY AHMED ABDELRAHMAN

Thamanyah, Arabic for eight, is a Paris 
based label founded in 2011 by Emirate 
born designer Ahmed Abdelrahman, 
protégé of Michele Lamy; wife and muse of 
Rick Owens. The brands style aesthetic is 
modern, anti conformist, and infuses lines 
and volumes, of the male wardrobe.  

PHOTO BY MARK COLLITONThe Chanda; A gold treated signature Darmaki origami heel 
with natural coloured leather in the insole and lining
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MARZOOK
BY FAHAD & 
SHOUQ AL  MARZOOK

As a Kuwaiti sibling duo (Fahad & 
Shouq Al Marzook) the brand signifies 
the unity of their creative minds. The 
circle form represents the cycle of life, 
a profound transcendent symbol. A 
handmade luxury art form in which each 
design is individually unique – grasping 
inspiration from art, and architecture. 
Marzooks line of accessories consists of 
exotic leather and skins, precious metals, 
and resins.

Green /Gold Harlequin Marzook bag 

www.imalialbana.tumblr.com

@imalialbana

Ali Al Bana
Making a statement wherever he goes, Bahraini fashion 
blogger Ali Al Bana talks about fashion, art, and highlights 
the regional and international talent.
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G I L B E R T  H A L A B Y
The Middle Eastern fashion industry is well known by it›s cosmopolitan, and regional house members; be it 
financial backers, retailers, production members, and of course the designers. They could be Bahraini, Saudi, 
Emirati, Jordanian, and even Lebanese.

Lebanon, a country, which is part of the 
Middle East, fundamentally contributes into 
the industry. I›m sure that the question in 
your mind right now is how - well, Lebanon 
gave us fashion designers that embedded 
every woman›s fantasy into a wearable 
form of art, from ready-to-wear, to couture. 
The designers responsible for that 

achievement could be Elie Saab, Zuhair 
Murad, Reem Acra, Abed Mahfouz, Rabih 
Kayrouz, and several more.

In another form of design, in 
accessorizing to be exact, be it jewelry, 
watches, scarves, and the timeless «It» 
item, the handbag. 

We’re talking about one handbag 

designer in specific, and his name is Gilbert 
Halaby, this Lebanese designer›s influence 
began at the age of 5, thanks to his 
mothers tailor - he was predisposed by the 
colors, prints, and the heavily embroidered 
pieces that he saw and thanks to that, as 
well as a trip to Rome back in 2009, he 
decided to start his own line.
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Halaby›s pieces simultaneously provide 
you with an elegant, and authentic feel. 
They›re made in Tuscany and preserve 
that rich sensibility; they›re bold in color, 
travel friendly in shape, and can elevate a 
minimal outfit up to your required par. The 
muses behind these pieces are severa,, and 
amongst them are the queen of the Opera 
Maria Callas, Marion Cottillard whose 
irresistible charm made her the toast of 
Hollywood, and last but not least, Charlotte 
Bronte who was in my view one of them 
most feminine, a force to be reckoned with.

Halaby›s SS16 collection embodies 
a blend of cultures, symbols, and vast 
historical countries - it›s a cohesive 
whirlwind of Ancient Greece, and Japan 
circa the 19th century. 

The silhouette refers to a woman of 
strength, and eloquence - a reference 

also used to describe the textures of 
the materials Halaby used to make the 
products as well as the used color pallet. 
Be it Suede to calf leather, or turquoise 
to the red shade of Sicilian chili pepper, 
the collection truly is for a woman of 
dominance.

Look at my work and you’ll be looking 
directly at my soul
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Overtime, Halaby states that his work 
is in constant evolution, and it evolves 
with his personality. It is in many ways an 
extension of his soul, some people express 
themselves through words, others through 
music … he has chosen bags. Halaby 
once said, “Look at my work and you’ll be 
looking directly at my soul” 

Amongst the collection, you have the 
Ksenia, which comes in two sizes, a micro, 
and a regular, and also it comes in fringes. 
Another bag is The Gian Gold, other than 
that you have the It-Bag which is called 
«Andrea» it›s signified because of it›s 
almond shaped like handles.

From Lebanon to Rome, from creativity to product 
production, it’s a none stop going process done by the Halaby 
team. Gilbert is planning to open his very first flagship in Rome, 
Italy, but until then you can get your hands on Halaby’s pieces at 
Saks Fifth Avenue Bahrain.


